FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

TRUMP: GEORGE SOROS
‘National Security Threat’

2/10/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

washingtonfeed.com posted an article today titled, “JUST IN: Trump To Declare George Soros ‘National Security Threat’”


The American Resistance Party has been reporting on the criminal activities of Soros since 2008. Soros first criminal charges originated from the Bank of England because of his (1992) collapsing the English pound.

Later, Steve Kroft of the CBS "60 Minutes" remarked to Soros, "You've been blamed for financial collapse of Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Japan and Russia..." To that, Soros confessed, "the Asian currencies would have collapsed even if he hadn't been in the market, they were "overvalued". (See 1:36 here)

Just recently, (after the 2016 election) Soros was instrumental in the financial distress of the Bank of America, Citigroup, and JP Morgan.

On Jan 27, 2017 Alex Jones posted a YouTube video titled, 'When Will President Donald Trump Take Out George Soros?.' Jones asks, "George Soros has been an enemy of freedom across the globe, this Nazi collaborator has caused the deaths of thousands through his destabilization campaigns. When will Donald Trump take him down?" See video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9gfvQ0F7C0

The American Resistance Party states, “Finally! George Soros needs arresting!”
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